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The (4”)2 model of Euclidean field theory is constructed using Brownian 
motion to model the movement of particles in space-“time.” The Brownian 
particles’ path intersections are controlled by local time techniques and are 
associated with Feynman diagrams for the physical particles’ interactions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The construction of relativistic quantum fields is still a difficult business 
despite the advent of Euclidean techniques [5, 6, 81. On source of difficulty 
is the lack of a conceptual link between the random-variable-valued distributions 
we call Euclidean fields and the systems of particles these fields are supposed 
to model. It is easy to construct the Euclidean free field in d dimensions, for 
example (it is just the unit Gaussian stochastic process over Sobolev space on 
Rd), but it is hard to see any connection between this process and an infinite 
system of non-interacting particles. Fields describing interacting particles are 
much harder to construct and harder to link with the particle systems they model. 
In this paper we provide such a link. We construct the Euclidean free fields 
and the (+“)a interacting fields as limits of fields in which particles appear 
explicitly. The particles are not actual physical particles, to be sure, but their 
interaction reflects the physical particles’ interaction and is easy to describe 
in terms of Feynman diagrams for that interaction. This should provide a 
technique for constructing fields with more general interactions whose Feynman 
diagrams are known, particularly those with more than one species of particle. 
It also provides a new perspective on correlation inequalities and a tool for 
proving them. 
2. THE STANDARD APPROACH 
In this section we discuss random fields and outline the usual construction 
of the free and (c$“)~ interacting Euclidean field theories. 
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Let (Q, Z, CL) be a probability measure space and denote by LO(Q, C, CL) the 
space of all random variables (measurable functions) with the topology given by 
convergence in measure. A random field is a continuous linear map 4: Y -Lo; 
loosely speaking, 4 assigns a random variable 4(x) to each point x of W where 
(by the linearity) we imagine that 4 has a representation 4(f) = jdxf(x) 4(x) 
for test functions f~ Y = YIP), the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing 
Cm functions. We call (b real or Hermitian if (b(j) = d(f) for all f E Y. Since 
the topology on LO(Q, Z, I”) o f convergence in measure is weaker than the topology 
on Lp(Q, C, CL), every continuous linear mapping $: Y + LP is automatically 
a random field. Such mappings are called Lp random fields; obviously any LP 
random field is also an LQ random field for each q < p. Every L2 random field 
determines a continuous sesquilinear form on 5f called the covariance by 
c(f> PI = j- d&f )4(g). 
We may complete 9 in the norm induced by c to produce a Hilbert space X 
whose inner product is an extension of c. One example of such a sesquilinear 
form is the ordinary L2(Rd) inner product sdx f (x) g(x); in this case 
.%? = Ls(W). Another example is the Sobolev inner product 
<f,g,s = I d.v dyfb) G(x - y)g(y) 
where G with Fourier transform C;‘(k) = (m” + ks)-’ is the kernel of the operator 
(--d + m2)-l in Rd (m2 is a positive constant). Here the completion Z is the 
Sobolev space Zs containing both L2 and distributional derivatives ofL2 functions 
(see [9] for more details). 
Every continuous sesquilinear form c arises as the covariance function for 
some real Gaussian random field F, which we construct as follows. Let 3’ be 
the Hilbert space completion of Y/{~E Y: c(f,f) = 0} in the norm induced 
by c; 2’ has a countable real orthonormal basis {hi}. Let {Xi} be a countable 
independent family of real Gaussian random vairables on some probability 
space (Q, C, p) with mean EX = 0 and variance EX2 = 1. For finitely generated 
vectors h = a,h, $- .. + a.,$, put 
4(h) = alX, + =-- + a,X:, . 
Then + is an isometry from the (dense) set of finitely generated vectors in # 
into L2(Q, 2, CL) and so extends uniquely to an isometry 4: X -+ L2 called the 
unit Gaussian process on 2. The restriction of $ to Y/{~E Y: c(f, f) = 0) 
lifts uniquely to a field 4 on Y with the desired properties. 
DEFINITION. The free Euclidean d-dimensional field of mass m & is the restric- 
tion to Y(R?) of the unit Gaussian process on H, . 
This quick and slick construction of +a lends little insight about why 4, 
should represent a physical system of infinitely many noninteracting particles. 
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We offer in Section 3 another and longer construction which provides a particle 
picture. 
The covariance of the free Euclidean field is 
(fi g>s =I dx 4fW G(x - Y) g(Y) 
Sometimes for technical reasons it is convenient to take an open set (1 and 
consider the free field in the region A with covariance 
s dx dyf(x) G(  - Yg(Y); A 
here G is still the fundamental solution in Rd to the differential operator 
--d + m2 with boundary condition zero at infinity (see [9, p. 461 for a discussion 
of fundamental solutions). One can also consider the Dirichlet free field $bD 
in the region A with covariance 
s dx dyf (4 GDb Y> g(Y) A 
where Go is the fundamental solution in /1 to the operator --d + m2, with 
boundary condition zero on the boundary &l of II. Similarly one has the Neumunn 
free jield in which the normal derivative of GN is zero at &l and, at least for 
rectangular regions A, the periodic free Jield with GP periodic in (1. All of these 
theories converge in distribution to the infinite-volume free field +s as we take 
d -+ Rd in a suitable sense. For a complete discussion of the role of these 
boundary conditions see Guerra et al. [3]. 
The goal of constructive quantum field theory is to model systems of particles 
that interact, and for this free fields like $0 are not sufficient. In the usual approach 
in two dimensions, one starts with the Gaussian free field +,, (possibly in some 
region A) and constructs by a limiting argument a new random field :#?: on 
the same probability space (Q, 2, p). Th e intention is that :+k: act like a pointwise 
kth power of & ; i.e., if formally we write 
-h(f) = j- dxf@bA, (4 
then 
This expression is only formal since +a(~) = &,(a(. -x)) would be a Gaussian 
random variable of mean zero and infinite variance. 
One way to make mathematics out of the expression is to define a subspace 
C,, of L2(Q) for each integer n > 1 to be the L2 closure of the family of sums of 
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products of at most n +,,(f)‘s, then define :4%(g) to be the unique random 
variable in & with 
E :+k: (d WI) -** Mn) = 0 if n<K 
=qdJEgwl-I[j dr G(x - y)h(y)] if n = A, 
where the product runs from i = 1 to n. 
The field :c$~: is used to construct a new measure (for even K only) 
on our old measure space, where 2 is chosen to ensure that tug = 1. Nelson 
first proved that such a 2 exists, i.e., that e-:bn:(Q) ELJ(Q, dp) for suitable g [4]. 
With respect to this new measure +,, is again a random field. A delicate 
convergence argument [2] proves that a limit in distribution # exists as we take 
g --f 1; we call I$ the ($“)a model. It turns out that the case k = 2 is trivial and 
does not lead to an interaction. The first significant results were for k = 4, 
although later it was realized that essentially the same techniques allow one to 
replace the monomial 4s” in the construction of 4 by any even polynomial P 
with positive leading coefficient; this leads to the P(rj)s model [l 11. 
In Section 5 we construct the (+*)a model in an entirely different way, using 
the functional T, constructed in [ 121, and provide an interacting particle picture 
for the model. 
We remark that the unit Gaussian process on L2(Rd) assigns to each real 
square-integrable function its stochastic integral 
with respect to the d-parameter Wiener process, and the unit Gaussian process 
on Sobolev space &#P) assigns stochastic integrals with respect to the Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process. Thus the free Euclidean field in d dimensions is a multi- 
parameter generalization of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
3. WIENER PROCESSES AND THE FREE FIELD 
In this section we construct a measure space (Q, 2, p) and a countable family 
of killed Wiener processes bi on Q; we use these to construct a random field 
&, LP for every p < co, that converges as h + 0 to the free field 4s 
discussed in Section 2. We also construct the free field with various boundary 
conditions. 
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Let @ denote the one-point compactification of Euclidean space by the 
addition of a point co. Define 
Q = N$o 0 (S x GIN. 
Then 52 is just the (compact) space of all fid-valued functions on lF4, , and Q 
is the disjoint union of countably many compact spaces. We will construct 
several measures on Sz, S, and Q with their Bore1 u-algebras; when no a-algebra 
is specified the Bore1 u-algebra is assumed. 
For each h > 0 and f E 9’ we define a function 4*(f) on a subset of Q (that 
subset on which the integrals make sense and are finite) by 
where we take q = (ul , wl, u2 ,..., uN , wN) to be the generic point of Q and 
and the sum runs from i = 1 to N. Note that N is not fixed; it depends on q. 
The integral (and all future integrals ds or dt) is over [0, co). 
In the sequel the wi will be independent killed Wiener processes that “die” 
by jumping to cc after an exponentially distributed waiting time & . Thus for 
indicator functions f = lA the function C(f) is a weighted average of occupation 
times for a family of Brownian particles, weighted by the f 1 factors ui . Clearly 
d(f) is linear in f, and when we describe a measure p on Q below (depending on 
h and an initial distribution measure v on Rd) we will see that 4: 9r + LP(Q, dp) 
is continuous for each p < co-so 4 is an LP random field for all p. Our field 
& will not be Gaussian and so will have moments different from those of the free 
field +. described in Section 2; however, the moments of & will converge (in the 
sense of distributions) to those of A and each +A( f) will converge in distribution 
to $o( f) as we take h -+ 0 and let v tend to a uniform distribution over Rd. 
This limiting behavior will be sufficient to construct the free Euclidean field. 
Whenever possible we will write + for 4A and otherwise let the h and v dependence 
of various objects remain implicit. Now we construct p. 
Let v be a probability measure on lRd; in our applications v will be the uniform 
measure over some set A C Rd of positive Lebesgue measure. Let Py be Wiener 
measure on D for d-dimensional Brownian motion with initial distribution v 
and killing rate m2, i.e., P(I; > t) = ~~&‘t. 
Denote by da the Bernoulli measure on S = {- 1, l} assigning mass + to 
each point. On (S x S)N we define the product measure 
dpN = (do x dPY)N; 
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we extend it to Q by putting ,+((S x G)m) = 0 for N # m. For Bore1 sets E 
in Rd let 1 E ( denote the Lebesgue measure of E. Let A be an open set and let 
dv = (l/l A I) In(x) dx be th e uniform measure over A. Let 01 = *m2k1 1 ‘~1 I 
and put 
p = era 1 (cP/N!)pN 
on Q. By construction p is a probability measure on the Bore1 sets of Q. It 
describes a finite number N of independent Brownian particles wi , each with 
its own independent sign ui and killing time ti . The random variable N has 
a Poisson distribution with expectation OL proportional to 1 A 1 and to A-l, allowing 
us to consider X-l a density parameter for the processes. Since we will show that 
dA converges in distribution to c$,, as h - 0 we call q$ the finite density free field 
and +,, the infinite density free field. 
We wish to calculate the moments of 4 = $J~ : Y --f Lp(Q, dp) as a random 
field. By the general polarization identity [7, p. 951 
it suffices to fix a single f E Y and calculate j d&( f )I” for each integer m. 
THEOREM 1. For each nonnegative integer m, 
Ec$(f)2”+1 = 0, 
E$(f)2m = (2m)W(eAf,f Mm + O(4, 
where (2m)!! = (2m)!/m2” = (2m - 1)(2m - 3)...1, e,(x) = ms J-A dy G( y - x), 
and (., +)s is the Sobolev inner prodrtct. (See Section 2.) 
Remarks. We actually show that Eq%( f)2m is a polynomial of degree 2m 
in the indeterminate X with constant term as shown. For any region A we 
have 0 < e,(x) < 1 for every X, and e, increases monotonically to 1 as we let A 
increase to Rd. Thus in the limit as A --+ 0 and A -+ Rd we have by the domi- 
nated convergence theorem 
W(f )am + PW[(f, f Mm. 
Proof. The measure-preserving transformation on Q that sends each 
ui + -ui sends 4(f)“+’ - -+(f)m+l, so E+(f)*m+l = 0. Similarly the only 
terms that contribute to the expectation of 
are those {i,] for which mi 1 ... oi *WI = 1 identically, i.e., those in which for 
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each j < N there are an even number of IY for which i, = j. We first consider 
the case in which that even number is always 0 or 2. 
This is the case exactly when the (iu> consist of exactly m distinct integers from 
among {l,..., N}, each appearing twice. There are (2m)!! ways to assign the 
pairings of the ia and N!/(N - m)! ways to assign a distinct integer from among 
(I,..., N} to each pair (we take N!/(N - m)! to be 0 for N < m). Each such term 
has an equal expectation, so without loss of generality we take ir = iz = 1, 
i3 = i4 = 2, etc. Thus 
E#J(~)~“’ = (2m)!! E(N!/(N - m)!)h” j dnLs dmffi(wl(sl))f(wl(tl)) -*f(wm(tm)) 
+ terms including fewer than m distinct i, 
where each wi appears twice, once with si and once with ti . The Poisson random 
variable N is independent of the wi so we can take the expectation 
E(N!/(N - m)!) = OLD out of the total expectation. Also each wi is independent 
of wi for i # j so the integral factors: 
= (2m)!! (ah)” [E 1 ds dtf(w(s))f(w(t))]m + lower-order terms. 
Now we calcultate the integral in brackets. We consider the region in which 
s < t and indicate this by writing J-’ ds dt. We interchange orders of integration 
and (recalling that we setf(co) = 0) have: 
[E j- ds dtfMS))f(4N] 
= 2 I’ ds dt 1 dP”f(w(s))f(w(t)) 
= 2 j-’ ds dt j. v(dx,,)e-“*t j- dx, dx, g( s, Xl - %)& - St x2 - Qfh)f(x2) 
zzz 2 j- v(h,) j 4 dx, (-3 x1 - x0) G(x2 - xl)f(xl)f(x2) 112, Lemma 3.11 
= 2/l (1 I j” 6 4 (s, G(x, - xo) 4,) fh) % - 4 fh) 
= z/m2 I A I <e,f,f >s. 
We put this into the expression for E+( f )am and get 
Ec$(f)2m = (2m)!! (2aA/m2 1 II I)m((elJ, f )s)m + lower-order terms 
= (2m)!! (eAf, f )r + lower-order terms 
The lower-order terms arise from configurations of the iB in which, for some j, 
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there are more than two /3 for which iB = j. In this case there are fewer than m 
distinct integers among the is ; say there are k. Then there are only N!/(N - k)! 
different ways of selecting k ordered distinct integers from among {I,..., A’) 
so upon taking the expectation on N one has the factor PQ = (m2 1 A I/2)” x 
Atmen). Each such term includes a factor of An for some 1 < n < m, so we 
are done. 1 
One can calculate all the mixed moments E+(fi) *.. $(fam) from Theorem 1 
and the general polarization identity, but it is more illuminating to think of 
the wi as abstract particles traveling in Rs and write down the moments from the 
following rules. Suppose that thefi all have disjoint support. For each 1 < k < m 
consider the possible configurations of k paths wi satisfying the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) Each wi enters the supports of an even number (at least two) of thefj . 
(ii) The support of each fj is entered by exactly one wi . 
FIG. 1. Diagram for calculating one term of mixed moment &b(fi) ... $(fe): 
S d%fdxd -f&de&d G(Q - 4 G(.G - 4 Gb, - 41 leA.4 (3x4 - x1)1. 
In the case K = 1, for example, only one path enters the supports of all 2m 
of the fi ; it can do so in any order so there are (2m)! possiblities. For k = m 
there are (2m)!/m! configurations, one for each of the ordered pairings of the fi . 
Each wi entering the supports of, say, fi, ,..., fin leads to a term s dnx fjf;:,(xJ .*. 
fj,(x,)[e,(x,) G(x, - xi) G(xa - xr) ... G(+ - x&l, with a factor G( y - X) 
for each passage from x in the support of one function to y in the support of 
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another and a factor of e, thrown in for the starting point. Figure 1 illustrates 
the calculation of one such term. The term for each configuration is the product 
of the terms for each of its paths, and the entire correlation function 
E+(ft) ... +(fa,J is the sum from k = 1 to m of 2-kAm-k times the sum of the 
terms for all the configurations of k paths. These correlations decay exponentially 
as the distance between the supports of the fi increases, for it is increasingly 
unlikely that a particle can live long enough to travel from one support to the 
other. Several of the usual correlation inequalities [lo, 111 become obvious 
when looked at in this setting. 
The random field 4: Y ---f LP(Q, dp) is “spatially cut off” in that it depends 
on the fixed region A and so has no Euclidean invariance; this is reflected, for 
example, in the presence of the e,‘s in the formulas for 4’s moments. In this 
section we remedy that defect. 
Let Q* be the Cartesian product of countably many copies of Q, with generic 
point q* = qr, qa ,.... Let Ai be a countable partition of IP into disjoint Bore1 
sets of finite nonzero measure; for each Ai we construct a measure pi as before 
on Q and we define the product measure 
on Q*. For each f E Y we define a function 4*(f) on Q* by 
9*(f )(a*) = c 4(f ki)- 
PROPOSITION 1. This sum converges in La(Q*, p*) for every Jinite p. The 
moments for the random field +* are the same as those given for + in Theorem 1 
without the e,‘s, and so are Euclidean invariant. 
Proof. Let Uta=AIU~~*UAn, and let p be the measure corresponding 
to U, . Since e, = eAl + 0.. + e, ,+ on (Q, dp) is identical in distribution to 
4h) + ... + YKSJ on (P, dl-cl xR..- x dp,) and the convergence follows. 1 
Instead of removing the A-dependence at this point we could choose to make 
some use of it. In Section 2 we discussed free fields with various boundary 
conditions on a region A; we can make corresponding definitions for the finite 
density free field. First let A be an open set with boundary &l. We modify the 
measure Py to describe particles w(t) that are absorbed at aA; they start uniformly 
over A, then undergo Brownian motion until either t = 5, the independent 
killing time, or w(t) E &l. In either case the particle dies by leaping to co. 
Mathematically we accomplish this by replacing the transition kernel 
g(s, y - x) by a new kernel gD(s, X, y). The old function g was the fundamental 
solution with boundary condition zero at co to the differential operator 
-A + a/as; for gD we take the fundamental solution in A with boundary con- 
580:30/3-5 
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dition zero at aA. The same construction as before now. yields the jinite-density 
Dirichlet free jield with moments given by 
E$(fy”+l = 0, 
Ec$(f)2~ = (2m)!! [s, dx dy eddf(4 GD(x, r)fO]” + WN9 
where GD is the Dirichlet Green’s function as before and e,(x) = 
m2 fA 4 GD(x, Y). 
For a region A with a reasonable boundary we can in a like manner let the 
Brownian particles reflect off of &.l and continue on in A, leading to thefinite- 
density Neumann free jield, or construct the finite-density periodic free field by 
letting the particles wander periodically in A as if opposite edges of aA were 
identified. In these last two cases the function e, is identically 1 and so does not 
appear in the moments; in all three cases we have a particle picture as before 
and can describe the correlation functions in terms of Brownian paths. 
4. WICK POWERS 
In order to construct the (~$4)~ model of Euclidean field theory we must first 
construct an approximation to the random field :$*: described in Section 2. 
Our construction will use the random field T,(g) constructed in [12, Sect. 31; 
Tk may be thought of alternately as an LP functional of k independent killed 
Wiener processes which measures the degree to which their paths intersect, 
or as a local time for a certain vector-valued K-parameter stochastic process. 
We define a random variable X(g) on (Q, dp)) which converges in distribution 
as h ---+ 0 to the Wick power : #?(g). We would like to then define a probability 
measure dv, on Q by 
dv B = Z-Q-X(g) dp,, 
and prove weak convergence as h + 0 to the cutoff (+“)s measure 
Z-le-:b:te) (+ 
0' 
This latter measure is known to converge as g -+ 1 (or more generally as g -+ fi, 
a “coupling constant”) in the infinite volume limit. 
Unfortunately e-r(g) # L1(Q, dpJ and so no such probability measure dv, 
exists. In Section 5 we will prove that X(g) and all the +(f)‘s for f e Y converge 
jointly in distribution as h - 0 to #k:(g) and the infinite density free field 
&,( f ); this will finally allow us to construct the interacting (#a model of quantum 
field theory. 
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First we construct our version X of ;the Wick power. Let q = 
(ul , w1 , (J2 ,..., Of.’ , UN) E Q and put 
-vd(d = 03 N<k 
= A” ‘2 x aIT, N 3 k 
2 1 dx g(x) 1 n [ P2ui 1 ds 6(x - q(s))] (the product over i EI), 
where the sum is over all N!/(N - k!) ordered k-tuples I = (ii ,..., &) of distinct 
integers from among { l,..., N}, u, = uil . . uili , and w, = (wi, ,..., ai,) E .CP. 
LEMMA 1. 
I &A x’k)W)l” = 0 if n<k 
= k! 1 dx g(x) [I 4 G(x - A f b)&e,(4 + t4~$ 
if n=k 
Remark. As li increases to BP we again have e, + 1 so, just as in Theorem 3.1, 
we have J &A -WMf >I” + k! J dx g(x)[J dy G(x - y) f ( r)]“. This relation- 
ship with the infinite density free field q5a was the defining property of :qP:(g) 
(see Section 2). 
Proof. Approximate T,.by T, (see [12, Sect. 31) and compute exactly as in 
the proof of Theorem 6.1 in [12]. 1 
One can calculate all the moments of the random field X and all the mixed 
moments of X and # in a similar way, but again it is more illuminating to picture 
the paths wi in lR2 and write down the moments 
from the following rules. Suppose that the fa and g, all have disjoint supports. 
For each integer k < j < $(mk + n) consider the possible configurations of j 
paths wi satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Each wi enters the supports of an even number (at least two) of the 
fm and gB .
(ii) The support of each fa is entered by exactly one We , that of each g, 
by exactly k distinct wi’s. 
In the case considered in the lemma, for example, m = 1 and n = k, so the 
only possibility is j = k; each wi can hit the support of g first or the support 
of fa, first, so there are k!2k possibilities. Each wi entering the supports of,’ 
say, fi , g, f2 , f3 leads to a term 
b&A GO - 4 W, - r>G(xs - 41 
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FIG. 2. Diagram for calculating one term of 
J- &‘.x dyfdxd --f&,) g(y) [e&d G(x - XI) G(x, 
hdx5) WY - dl * Ie.4~) WQ - ~11. 
mixed moment I@( fi) ... 4( fs) X(g): 
- Y) ‘3~ - ~11 * k&J G(Y - x4)1 -
with a factor of G( y - x) for each passage from x in the support of one function 
toy in the support of another, and once again a factor e, at the start of each path. 
Figure 2 illustrates one such term. The term for each configuration is the integral 
sdnx dmyji(xl) a*. gm( y,J[ ] ... [ ] of the product of these terms for each path, 
and the entire mixed moment 
is the sum from j = k to j = (mk + n)z of 2--jh[(mk+n)--j1/2 times the sum of 
the terms for all the configurations of j paths. 
We know that Tk and X(g) are in LP for every p < co. Since we want to define 
a measure formally represented by 
dv, w Z-le-X(g’ dp 
we might hope that something stronger is true-that e-x(g) EL’(Q, dp). We 
will see that this cannot be true-that this would imply that efT*(g) E Ll(@, dkpY), 
and the pth moments of Tk grow too fast for this to be true. 
It is a curious fact that for even integers k the limit :q5k:(g) in distribution of 
random variables X, as X -+ 0, is exponentially integrable [4]; the e-X, 
measurable but not in any Lp, converge to e&: E L1. 
LEMMA 2. Let v and P* be constructed as in Section 3, Tk as in [12, Sect. 31. 
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Let g E Y be nonnegative and not identically zero. Then there exist positive numbers 
01 and j? depending only on v, g, and m2 such that 
I/ T,(g)\\; = J- dkPY 1 T,(g)l’ > (p! Cz”“/l)kfOY integersp. 
Proof. Let I3 be any ball such that 1 > 01’ = se dxg(x) > 0. The closure B 
is compact so for some 0 < (11” < 1, 01” < G( y - x) for every x and y in B. 
Put Lx = OL’CC. 
The continuous function s v(da) G(x - a) also takes its minimum on B, 
and is an everywhere positive function, so so we can find 0 < /3 < 1 with 
fl < j v(da) G(x - a ) f or every x E B. By Theorem 3.1 of [12] we have 
/( Tk 11; = 1 g(x’) dxl ... I g(x”) dxp 
x [/ v(da) c G(xml - a) G(xr2 - xnl) a*. G(x”p - xp(*l))]’ 
> IB dxl g(x’) *.. IB dxp g(xp)[p!/?(+‘-l]” 
> (a’)“[ p!p(ol”)p-l]k 
> [p! q3]k. 1 
FR~P~SITI~N 1. e-X(g) is not integrable. 
Proof. Let Qk- = {q E Q: q E (5’ x g)k and u1 ... uk = -1). Then 
p(Qk-) = $e-V/k! and, on Qk-, 
-x(g) = hk’2 c Tk(w,) 
= k! W2T, > 0. 
For positive x, e2 > xn/n! so 
s 
dp edx(g) > 
I 0 k - dp e-x’g) 
4 dp(k! AL’2Tk)njn! on- 
= ($e-“akik!) 1 dkPV(k! Xkj2T,./n! 
= (k! Xk/2)n(e-Q/2k! n!) 11 T,(g)jj: 
> abn(n!)k-l + co as n-ax 
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5. CONSTRUCTION OF (+")2 
THEOREM 1. Let v be the uniform measure on the ball of radius A-l, and construct 
p,, as in Section 3. Then.the random Jields 4 and X converge jointly in distribution 
as h + 0 to the infinite density fields 4, and @:. 
Proof. Let {fn} be a countable set that generates Y (the Hermite functions 
will do nicely); then finite linear combinations of the fn are dense in the Sobolev 
space Hs . Let N, denote the set of all finite sequences n = (nr ,..., ni) of positive 
integers. For each pair n, m E N and h > 0 define a joint distribution by 
F;,,(E, ,..., Ei ; A, ,...) Aj) 
Each Fi,, determines a probability measure on the Bore1 sets of some Ri+i 
and the Fi,, satisfy the following consistency criteria: 
6) Fi,, is symmetric, i.e., invariant under simultaneous interchange 
of nrr with n, and E, with EB , or of m, with mB and A, with A, . 
(ii) Fk,,,(E, ,..., Ei , IR; A, ,..., rZj) = FA,,(EI ,..., Ei ; A, ,..., Ai) and 
Ft,,,(E, ,..., Ei ; A, ,..., -4, , R) = Fk ,(E, ,..., Ei ; A, ,..., Aj) whenever 
n’ = (n, ,..., ni , CX) and m’ = (m, ,..., mj , /I) for integers OL, 8. 
By the weak sequential compactness of subprobability measures (the Helly- 
Bray theorem [l]) there exists a sequence hi -+ 0 along which each pn,,,, con- 
verges to a subprobability measure F,,, . We will show that each F,,, is actually 
a probability measure, that the F,,,,, satisfy the consistency criteria, and that the 
F are independent of which sequence Xi + 0 we choose. This implies that 
Fi’I”, -+ F,,,, weaklv. 
Let m, n E N, and E > 0. By Theorem 3.1 the La(Q, dp,J norms of 4,,(fn,) 
are bounded uniformly in h < 1 by some Br~l/~ < co. Then 
We repeat this for n2 ,..., ml and let K be the product of the i + j intervals 
E--B, B]. For any h < 1 we have F&(K) > 1 - (i + j) E, so F,,, is a proba- 
bility measure. 
The measures F,,, also obey our consistency criteria since 
I f dF& - s f dFn.m 
for any f, uniformly in L2(Ri+j, Fi,,,J (see Chung [I, p. 881). By Kolmogorov’s 
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Consistency Theorem we can find a family of random variables I,& and lu, on 
a measure space (M, dm) with joint distribution given by the measures F,,, . 
All the mixed moments of the $(f,,) and X&)‘s along the sequence hi * co 
converge to the mixed moments of the &, and ?P,,,‘s. In particular, sdm I/I,,&, = 
lim J GA #(f,J 4&J = <A , MS + Let us partially define a map #: H, -+ 
P(M, dm) on finite linear combinations of the fn by setting #(f,J = #n; # is 
an isometry, and so extends to the whole space H, . Its restriction to 9’ is an 
LP random field for every p. Similarly we obtain an LP random field Y; we can 
read off all the mixed moments of the fields $ and Y from Lemma 4.1 and the 
remark following. The mixed moments show that the random variables (4(f)} 
are Gaussian and have joint distribution identical to that of {&o(f)). Since 
the random field :+Ic: is defined by specifying its mixed moments with #,, (see 
Section 2), and since those moments are identical to the mixed moments of Y 
with #I (see Lemma 4.1) we conclude that # and Y have joint distribution 
identical to that of #,, and :+k:. 1 
This leads immediately to a construction of the (#“)a model of Euclidean field 
theory by the usual prescription: for each g E Y define a new measure on M by 
dv LJ = Z-l@‘(g) dm 
and take the limit as g -+ 1. If we truncate the exponential at T > 0, exp,(x) = 
min(T, e”), we can even define measures on Q by 
dv, ,, = Z-l expA--X) GA 
and look at the moments of 4 as a random field on (Q, dp,,,). These converge 
as we take first A, then T to co (by the dominated convergence theorem) and 
allow us to consider approximations to the Schwinger functions on the measure 
space Q of Brownian paths and random signs. 
The measure dv, differs from dpA by favoring those sets of q in Q on which 
exp,(-X) is large, i.e. on which -X is large. This amounts to a statement 
about how the distributions of the ui are related for paths wi which intersect 
in K-multiple points: the tendency is for U, to be negative for paths wi which 
intersect a great deal, or conversely for paths wi with UI = - 1 to have a greater 
intersection than sets of paths with UI = + 1. 
6. DISCUSSION 
We do not consider the exponential nonintegrability of the random field X 
to be a serious defect of our finite-density field theory. The convergence we 
describe in Section 5 provides an adequate link to the infinite-density fields; 
it allows us, for example, to conjecture and prove correlation inequalities 
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(including those involving Wick powers) for the fields & and X using path space 
techniques and then extend them by Theorem 5.1 to the fields +a and +:. 
Furthermore there is nothing very special about the 4” model. We could just 
as easily have proven joint convergence in measure for several different Wick 
powers and constructed the P($)a model. 
It is more difficult to go to higher dimensions and, say, the (@“)a model. 
Still, there is hope. We can still construct the Lp random field 4 exactly as before 
but we have difficulty with T4 and so with X. In our path-space setting the trouble 
stems from the Wiener paths’ almost certain failure in Ra to intersect in 4-m& 
tiple points. Since the random variable T4 is concentrated on configurations of 
paths that do so intersect, necessarily T4 = 0 if T, E Lp. 
A possible escape from this dilemma lies in the notion of conditioning. Perhaps 
we can construct a new measure on Q adequate for (h#4)3 by conditioning the 
measure d,un on the basis of path behavior, and achieve a measure describing 
paths do tend to intersect in 4-multiple points. 
If we take a polynomial approximation exp, of degree n to the exponential 
function and calculate the limiting moments 
using Lemma 7.1, we obtain an expression similar to the (V)a Feynman pertur- 
bation series of order IZ, the vertices corresponding to our 4-multiple points 
and the (internal) arcs to our Wiener trajectories. Perhaps there is depth in this 
analogy that will suggest ways to modify our formalism to model other inter- 
actions whose Feynman graphs are known, especially those involving more 
than one species of particle. 
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